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1. The objections of Kuhn and Quirk to various reinterpretations of Old English digraph spellings, including our own, have made it clear that extensive discussion of single structure points in the overall frame of the Old English phonological system is a wasteful procedure.\(^1\) The system and the minimal oppositions which make up the system are coexistent and difficult to discuss intelligibly without going through the circular but internally consistent process of describing the one in terms of the other. Taking our departure from a pattern whose outlines were implicit but largely unstated, we attempted to deal with one point of the structure in detail. This kind of presentation seems to have been a mistake, and to have led to some of Kuhn and Quirk's misunderstanding of OP 4. The correction of our error of judgment about presentation must, however, await further research and publication, undertaken not to prove a thesis but to arrive at the most complete, consistent, and economical interpretation of the total evidence.\(^2\) The present article, therefore, only points out some matters of fact and clarifies the basic disagreements.

2. Retractions and emendations are given below in three groups, followed by minor matters requiring brief clarification.

2.1. The first group emends errors and inconsistencies in OP 4 pointed out by Kuhn and Quirk. For these points (149, 144, 152, 146) we are pleased to acknowledge our debt to them.

2.11. (8.3-5) Strike out the sentence 'When secondary ... identical'. Discussion here under §7.4.

\(^1\) The article by Kuhn and Quirk containing their objections appeared \(\rightarrow\) *Lg.* 29.143-56 under the title Some recent interpretations of Old English digraph spellings. All three-digit page references given by us refer, unless otherwise specified, to that article, which is abbreviated as SRI. Our article appeared as Occasional Papers No. 4, of *Studies in linguistics* (1951), to which all one- and two-digit page references refer, unless otherwise specified. In the emendations, numbers in parentheses are page and line references to our article, which is abbreviated as OP 4.

A word about the symbols used for phonetic transcription, and about the printing of symbols that represent manuscript graphs.—Our phonetic symbols for vowels are those used by George L. Trager and Henry Lee Smith Jr. in *An outline of English structure* 11 (Norman, Oklahoma, 1951). The assignment of phones to phonemes in Old English is as follows: [i] and [u] to /i/; [e] and [o] to /e/; [z] and [a] to /æ/; [ʊ] to /u/; [a] to /o/; [æ] to /æ/; [ʊ] to /u/; [ɑ] to /ʌ/. [ɑ] was assigned by us in OP 4 to /ɔ/, the phoneme which is spelled a in the OE manuscripts, but we have since found reason to believe it should have been indicated to be a rounded vowel in the lower back corner.

There is an inconsistency between this article and OP 4 in the representation of ae and æ. In the printing of OP 4, it was found that the lithoprinter had no italicized æ. He therefore used italic a and e placed fairly close together, but rather closer sometimes than others. On the title page, æ was printed as ae. Since it is well known that æ and ae alternate freely and indiscriminately in OE manuscripts, we did not expect this would cause any difficulty, but a need for the clarification of it was indicated in SRI.

\(^2\) Kuhn and Quirk have themselves pointed this out in item 3 of their conclusion (155).
2.12. (13.24-8) For ‘the off-glide ... following consonant’ read ‘there was no phonemic off-glide at all, but there was a distortion of the color of the vowel caused by the kind of transition that occurred between the vowel and a limited distribution of following consonants, very much as /g/, /k/, /\&/, and /\#/ in MDE [Modern English] distort any preceding nucleus toward high front color. Extensive descriptions of such distortion are given by Martin Joos, Acoustic phonetics (Lg. Monograph No. 23, 1948), 101 ff.’ Discussion here under §6.


2.14. (24-6) Split change 4 into two changes, numbered 4 for ‘Darkening before back vowel’ and 8 for ‘back umlaut’. Place this new 8 after 7, and revise the old 8, 9, 10 to 9, 10, 11. The only feature of the chronology pertinent to this discussion is the dating of i-umlaut earlier than palatal diphthongization, and we make no emendation or retraction on this point.

2.15. (24.15) For ‘OE /i/ phoneme’ read ‘OE /j/ and /e/ phonemes’.

2.16. It is significant that only the error corrected by §2.12 substantively affected the core of our description. The sentence excised under §2.11 was obviously contradicted by the rest of OP 4, especially 17-19.

2.2. The second group consists of corrigenda to OP 4 as printed. They are included for completeness’ sake, though they were not called to our attention by Kuhn and Quirk.

2.21. (8.7) For ‘see fn. 7’ read ‘see fn. 8’.

2.22. (13.39) For ‘/y/’ read ‘/j/’. In OE, the postvocalic semivowel /y/ is in contrast with the spirant /j/ ge.

2.23. (16.20) For ‘2.125’ read ‘2.126’.

2.24. (20.39) Read ‘[ft]’.

2.25. (23.3) For ‘(p. 350)’ read ‘(§291)’.

2.26. (31.23) Before the sentence beginning ‘Furthermore ...’ insert this sentence: ‘As in the case of self, it appears that the expected forms would be ea’.

2.27. (35.33) For ‘by all means’ read ‘by any means’.

2.3. The third group emends the wording of secondary inconsistencies that result from the emendations made under §2.1 and §2.2 above.

2.31. (8.15-17) Strike out ‘and ... ways’ for consistency with §2.11.

2.32. (13.28) For ‘articulation’ read ‘darker vowel color’ for consistency with §2.12.

2.33. (13.32-4) For ‘the back quality ... /rc/ was’ read ‘the back articulation of the consonant produced the same distortion that the back resonant articulation of /lc/ and /rc/ did’ for consistency with §2.12.

2.34. (15.9) For ‘/yæt/ [yaet]’ read ‘/jæt/ [jaet]’ for consistency with §2.22.

2.35. (20.10, 18) For ‘/y/’ read ‘/j/’ for consistency with §2.22.

2.36. (24.35-6) For ‘/k/, /g/, and /sk/ > /\&, /y/, and /\$/’ read ‘/k/, /g/, and /sk/ > /c/, /j/, and /sc/’ for consistency with §2.22.

2.37. (26.10-2) For ‘ie ... investigation’ read ‘/e/ in breaking and velar umlaut positions, but probably represents /e/ after a preceding palatal—i.e. not different from /e after a palatal in the other dialects, except for a difference in spelling tradition’ for consistency with §2.15.
2.4. We attempt now to clarify the matters of the macron, the allographs of \(\langle\varepsilon\rangle\), dating, and sources (152).

2.41. What looks at first glance to be a very serious disagreement turns into one of terminology. We are in agreement that there are two marks in the MSS, one used for nasal abbreviation and another having in some way to do with 'length'. The functional use of 'macron' in OP 4 to refer to the latter mark conflicted with paleographical tradition, which reserves it for the former. This led to a misunderstanding by Kuhn and Quirk, and we therefore regret our transparent but nontraditional use of the term.

2.42. The fact that \(a e\) and \(\varepsilon\) are in free variation with \(\alpha\) in the MSS is so well known that without comment we used \(\alpha\) in OP 4 to subsume \(a e\), \(ae\), and \(\varepsilon\).

2.43. The dates 700–900 were not intended as outside terminal dates, since they were defined to mean 'The Old English period ... which shows the language ... in a state of clear departure from its continental roots, but before later OE changes had operated to begin the differentiation of OE from Middle English. Roughly ... 700 to 900' (3). The forms selected for illustration show no features not found in the MSS of that period.

2.44. It was not our intention to 'present new material' (152) but to present an interpretation, not itself new in its gross features nor claimed to be, of well-known material taken from standard secondary sources, with only such checking of primary sources as might be needed for corroborative evidence. What was new was the attempt to achieve structural precision, in terms of phonemic theory, in describing spellings that many observers have evidently thought represented positional variants (witness Miss Daunt's and Mossé's similar opinions).

3. The serious criticisms in SRI that require more detailed reply are itemized below, and referred to hereafter as item 3.1, 2, etc.

3.1. Failure to provide a complete frame of reference or to be aware of the 'broader implications' (145) of the solutions proposed (esp. §2, §3, §5, §12).

3.2. Failure to make phonetic interpretation and phonemic segmentation clear (esp. §2, §3).

3.3. Failure to take accurate account of the later history of the items in question (esp. §7, §8, §10).

3.4. In revising chronology, failure to take account of a 'well-known test word' (146).

3.5. Failure to take adequate account of minimally or analogously contrasting pairs and other evidence from OE scribal practice (esp. §9, §10).

3.6. Failure to interpret accurately the effects of OI spelling practices upon those of the OE scribes (§6, directed primarily at Miss Daunt and Mossé, but including §2.225 of OP 4 and requiring answer by us).

3.7. Failure to make proper assumptions about what structures are possible in historical languages (fn. 11).

3.8. Failure to interpret certain spellings in accord with highest phonetic probability (144).

4. Item 3.1 of the criticism is partially valid. OP 4 did not contain a description of the overall pattern of the phonological structure of OE, because we
thought a case could be made without it. The case still may not be invalidated by our decision to present these details outside of the structural context. In our conclusion (35) we made it clear that we were aware of at least some of the implications of the description.

5. Since we did not describe the overall vowel system in which /æ/ was one structure point, we submit it below in the briefest possible form, knowing that a summary statement, submitted without evidence, will be subject to criticism.

5.1. We posit a system of eight simple nuclei for OE. They were /i e æ ü ō u o ø/. Key words are smið, menn, læder, kysson, doethor, under, bodig, man. These were the 'short vowels'. The short diphthongs were the back allophones of the three front vowels, and were phonetically central. The phonetic structure of the allophones of the three front vowels was thus:

\[
/\text{i}/ = [i]; [\text{i}] \quad \text{smið}; \text{teldra}
\]

\[
/\text{e}/ = [\text{æ}]; [\text{æ}] \quad \text{menn}; \text{orhe}
\]

\[
/\text{æ}/ = [\text{æ}]; [\text{æ}] \quad \text{læder}; \text{eahth}; \text{fealdan}
\]

We do not yet know except in part the distribution of the allophones of /i/ and /e/. What we were investigating was the distribution of the allophones of /æ/, [æ] and [a], which we referred to as the 'front' and 'back' allophones and recorded in OP 4, to avoid ambiguity with the spelling a, by the symbols [æ] and [æ²]. [a] is structurally a more probable way of symbolizing the phonetically central but, relative to the front allophone, back allophone of /æ/; it has no connection with the phonetically back, probably rounded phoneme /o/, which was spelled a.

5.2. Besides the eight simple nuclei, we posit a set of complex nuclei consisting of these eight combined with /y/, /w/, and /h/. These were the 'long vowels' and 'long diphthongs', but if this description is accurate, there were really three kinds of 'length', 'diphthongs', or 'complex nuclei' in OE: /Vy/, /Vw/, and /Vh/.

5.3. The implications of this hypothesis (which is more readily handled by comparison with Trager and Smith’s Outline of English structure3) are too considerable not to be approached by us with caution. In OP 4, we were taking simply the first step in the testing of the hypothesis, and it happened that we started in the lower left-hand corner of the vowel quadrilateral.

6. Item 3.2 results from what we consider our most serious mistake. Kuhn

3 Op.cit. In MdE all the possible combinations of /V/ with /y w h/ are demonstrated to occur. In OE, not all can be demonstrated to occur at any one period, but granted this kind of structure it is probable that many of the blanks were filled by unrecorded alternants that occurred in actual usage. At any rate, the assignment of specific spellings to specific slots is a problem in diachronic analysis, carried out by examining (1) what the nucleus now is; (2) what it can be reconstructed to have been in Pre-OE; (3) what course of change can be charted for its passing from one of these end points to the other without crossing and without violating reasonable postulates about the nature of the spelling evidence. It is not pertinent to list here in detail the specific assignments we make of all the OE 'long vowels' and 'long diphthongs' to /Vy/, /Vw/, and /Vh/, since the immediate problem is the short digraph æ and the short diphthong ea. A sample item with its complete diachronic development will illustrate the utility of this kind of frame. Pre-OE */grôhne/* > OE /grôhne/ > EME /grôhne/ > LME /grôhne/ > EMdE /g­ryn/ > MdE /g­ryn/, /g­ryn/ (the first one 'standard'; the second in the dialect of some Philadelphians — → Smith, Lg. 28.147).
and Quirk write: "The short ea, in breaking and velar-umlaut positions, they
describe as a "back allophone" of /æ/ (spelled e) plus an off-glide [a] as part of
the following consonant (13)" (144). We quote the disputed passage in full,
with a double bar before the portion that we now thoroughly emend (§2.12
above):

/æ/ plus phonemic off-glide /h/ (or in whatever phonemic slot it
may turn out to be necessary to write this central off-glide) can be pho-
etically indicated by a formularization such as [æə]. This is ęa, pos-
sibly also ę (we do not wish to commit ourselves beyond the statement
that at least one of them was /æ/ plus central off-glide). The off-glide
is a part of the syllabic nucleus. In the case of the back allophone
of /æ/ , which was ea, || the off-glide which may be assumed to have
produced the two-segment writing was a part of the articulation
of the following consonant.

Note that ęa is not recorded by us as [æə]. There is ample indication throughout
the article of the precise phonetic interpretation we make for ęa (11, 12, 17, 22,
24, 25, 36), and there are no two-segment transcriptions of ęa given. They are
all simply [æə]. The [æə] transcription for ęa is the interpretation given by
Kuhn and Quirk to the part of the above quotation after the double bar. Their
reading of the quotation is a possible one, but the statement as it stood was
ambiguous, and its ambiguity could be clarified only by an effort to interpret
it in the context of our [æə] transcriptions and other pertinent remarks. The
quotation probably represents a stage through which one passes in arriving at
our present position (as represented in §2.12). Marjorie Daunt's position was
this same one, demolished by SRI §3 and OP 4 fn. 6. At any rate, the retracted
portion of the quotation was inconsistent with the rest of OP 4, and §2.12
above removes this inconsistency. That the rest of the description did not rest
upon this sentence is evidenced by the fact that only the most minor secondary
changes, §2.32 and §2.33, are required by the primary change.

6.1. We wish to show clearly how different our segmentation is from what
Kuhn and Quirk think it to be. The accompanying table shows the contrast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kuhn and Quirk</th>
<th>as based on our description</th>
<th>Phonemic transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>héah</td>
<td>h-ea-h</td>
<td>/xæwx, xæhx/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neah</td>
<td>n-ea-h-t</td>
<td>/nɛɛkt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geat</td>
<td>ge-a-t</td>
<td>/jɛt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>giefan</td>
<td>g-ie-f-a-n</td>
<td>/jɛfɔn/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In short, ęa (and we see no reason not to include ęo and ęe in this detail) always
acts as a single graphemic segment except in the situation where a palatal con-
onant needed to be distinguished from a velar consonant that must otherwise
be orthographically homographous: thus the eo of geomg bears no more relation
to eo in nonpostpalatal positions than the ea of fisceas bears to ea in nonpost-
palatal positions. The two ea's get mixed up in items like geat (where *geat
would be required for consistency's sake) simply because of the well-established
fact in OE scribal tradition that trigraphs were not permitted (they occur only in a very few early MSS, and there sporadically).

6.2. The entire argument of SRI §3 has no bearing on OP 4, since it argues against a system of segmentation which we neither suggested nor would suggest. In fn. 6 of OP 4, we suggested the same criticism of Miss Daunt’s system of segmentation that Kuhn and Quirk level in more detail under their §3.

7. Turning now to item 3.3, we examine the question whether the later history of the OE items in question is such as to render our description improbable for the OE period. Kuhn and Quirk’s assertion that ‘Miss Daunt and Stockwell and Barritt appear to be under the impression that OE æ and ea developed identically in Middle English, and that OE e and eo fell together in a similar manner’ (149) is partially inaccurate, since we did not deal with the history of e and eo. We wrote that æ and ea developed identically ‘when secondary developments do not intervene’ (8) to split the allophones. We went on to say, however, that ‘When secondary influences operate, they operate to affect æ and ea in identical ways when all other conditions are identical.’ This statement we have corrected under §2.11 and, secondarily, §2.31. We were aware that the developments of e and eo in ME were not identical, but it was not pertinent to our discussion to say so. We assume that e and eo developed differently, that a single OE phoneme /e/ with two allophones [e] and [a] split into two ME phonemes /e/ and /æ/, and that a single OE phoneme /i/ with two allophones [i] and [y] split into two ME phonemes /i/ and /ı/. The reason why a similar statement does not have to be made for the OE /æ/ phoneme is that it did not split in ME as /ı/ and /e/ did. We posit the following simple nuclei for ME: /i i u e o o a/. Probably, judging from its later history, especially before /r/, the ME phoneme /a/ had allophones ranging along the entire bottom row. We posit complex nuclei with /y w h/ in ME just as in OE and MD.

7.1. The question is, then, whether our description of the derivational history is contradicted by Kuhn and Quirk’s evidence (149–51). Their first set of data (150), presumably not complete but a fair sampling, includes Estharabyar, Trendelbiare, Wydebyar (< WS -bearu), Fiernham (< WS fearn), Vialepite (< WS fealw-), Dyalediche (< WS Dealla-), Piarrecumbe (< WS pearroc-), la Hyele, la Hyales (< WS heath).

7.11. Their argument from these items is that OE æa turns up in Southern ME spelled ya, ia, ie, ye, while OE æ never turns up spelled this way, and that since they were phonemically different at this stage, why do we not describe them as phonemically different in OE? Yet they would not suggest that because /f/ and /v/ are phonemically different in MD, they were therefore phonemically different in OE. It often happens in the history of a language that a pair of conditioned allophones split into contrasting phonemes when the conditioning environments change or are lost. It also happens that one of the allophones of a phoneme may fall in with those of a different phoneme and so come into contrast with the class of which it was earlier a member. Such an instance is well validated in Proto-Gmc., where earlier /p t k/ after /s/ fell in with the new /p t k/ from pre-Proto-Gmc. /b d g/ subsequent to the time that earlier /p t k/, except after /s/, had become /f 0 x/.
7.12. There are at least two possible ways of interpreting these SME *ie*, *ye*, *ia*, *ya* spellings, and they add up to the same total: by whatever sequence of change these items arrived at their SME shape, in SME they had the same syllabic nucleus as items derived from OE *ēa*, and it does not matter in the slightest whether Kentish only differs from the other dialects in employing a special graphic device (Wyld, *History of modern colloquial English* 42 [New York, 1920]), or whether these graphs actually indicate a ‘rising diphthong’, i.e. /ya/ or /ye/, resulting from a shift in the nuclear center of some kind of normal OE complex nucleus like */æw/* or */æh/*. Since these originally short *ēa* items cited by Kuhn and Quirk have the same nucleus in SME as originally long *ēa* items have (SME *diah*, *dyah*, *dyeh* < WS *dēah* ‘death’, SME *dyaf* < WS *dēaf* ‘defaf’, SME *lyaf* < WS *leaf* ‘leaf’, etc.), it can only be concluded that the allophones of WS */æ/ have gone their separate ways under pressure of secondary conditioning influences, and that the back allophone of */æ/’, when lengthened, has in this area fallen in with the complex nucleus *ēa*. The details of our interpretation of these items are specified below.

WS *fearn* shows *ēa* before a lengthening cluster. Reflexes of it may be from *ēa*, and this in spite of the three-consonant cluster in *Fiernham*, a piece of evidence which would appear to indicate some special kind of transition between the -n- and the -h- (open or ‘plus’ juncture?). Whether this explanation, admittedly a priori, is valid or not, the fact is that other reflexes of the same item in the same area show no evidence of a diphthong: *Ferleia* (Devon, 1086), *Fernlegh* (Devon, 1238), *Farnlegh* (Devon, 1238), *Fernele* (Devon, 1273), *Verlegh* (Devon, 1330). Reflexes of *pearroc-* show a variety of spellings with none of the consistent diphthongal indications that *ēa* reflexes show: *Pedracomba* (Devon, 1086), *Parrecumbe* (Devon, 1238), *Parraccombe* (Devon, 1291), *Percumbe* (Devon, 1281), *Pearecumbe* (Devon, 1297), *Pearecombe* (Devon, 1308), *Piarecomb* (Devon, 1303), *Parcecumbe* (Devon, 1281). Some reflexes of *bearu*, *feaw*-, and *health*

4 Interesting corroborating of this interpretation appears Kuhn’s review of Henning Hallqvist, *Studies in Old English fractured ea*, Lg. 26.319–23 (1950): ‘In Chapter 1, Hallqvist argues that a raised pronunciation of the first element of OE “fractured” or “broken” ea altered the diphthong from [æa] to [ea], or even to [ea] in southern England. The evidence consists of three groups of spellings: (1) *ia*, *ya*, *ie*, etc., as in *biar < OE *bearu* “grove”, or *fier*- < OE *fearn* “fern” ...’ (320). Kuhn discounts (2) and (3), saying ‘The best evidence is found in the spellings of group 1’ (320). He goes on: ‘It is significant that the first element was raised so far as to be heard occasionally as [i] or [i’] (320). Then taking up the survival of these items in ME, he agrees that ‘In general the area in which evidence of a diphthongal pronunciation is strongest coincides with the area of raising ...’ (321). Then ‘Chapter 3 deals with stress-shifted diphthongs, OE [ēa], which become [æː], e.g. in ME *yal-d* or *yold* (< OE *eald*), *yern* - (< OE *earn*). The evidence of Devon is decisive ...’ (321). We do not see how it is possible to gather from this material, added to the evidence of SME forms like *dyaf* < OE *dīaf* cited above, any conclusion except that all these SME spellings *ia*, *ya*, etc. are of the same structure in ME, regardless of diversity in source, i.e. regardless of whether they are obviously from original OE *ēa*, from lengthened *ēa* before lengthening clusters, or from *ēa* lengthened by processes not now described in the traditional handbooks but nevertheless lengthened.


6 Ibid. 66.
show results in SME which are predictable, within our frame, only in terms of what regularly developed from OE æa in that area. It is therefore our assumption that a diachronic descriptive statement must be made, applicable to items of this sort in this area, to the effect that the loss of -u, -u/w-, and -h produced doublets of which one alternate had compensatory lengthening of the preceding nucleus. This does not accord with any presently accepted view, but only, we believe, because the necessity for making such a statement did not exist in the frame of reference that treated OE æa as a diphthong. This leaves Dealla, which we cannot now explain. We expect that the same kind of thing is involved as was described by A. A. Hill in his discussion of the place name Yapton.\(^7\)

We agree that, in this area, ‘it is necessary to depend largely upon place names for evidence of local pronunciation’ (150). We think, however, that a variety of spellings reflecting a single OE source should be weighed carefully. For example, a large number of the items derived from OE æa in this same area, including numerous examples of the items cited in SRI (150), are spelled in ways that would be difficult to interpret as diphthongs: Bara < WS bearu (Devon, 1265), Parrecumbe < WS pearroc (Devon, 1238), Falepitte, Valeputte, Falevill < WS featu (Devon, 1321, 1339, 1249, 1254), Caldecumba, Chaldecumbe < WS ceald (Devon, 1167, 1244), and so on at great length.\(^8\)

7.13. Since these ME reflexes of OE æa in length-conditioning environments are not in contrast with the reflexes of æa, but have in fact fallen in with them, it would seem to be difficult to say that these items (150) represent anything except instances of lengthening, regular or analogical, with entirely normal subsequent histories. In short, these and similar items do not show that æa was a diphthong, but only that æa was one, with which we are in complete agreement.

7.2. The real test of our description is not whether items can be found (whether among place names, which have always constituted a special problem because of the conservatism that marks their spelling, or in unequivocal sources like the Katherine Group of MSS) that seem to offer difficulties in accounting for their particular shapes. The real test is rather whether, anywhere in a given dialect area of ME, sources can be shown to reveal a regular three-way contrast among the reflexes of OE æ, Æa, and æa. It is a question of how many oppositions were maintained in the structural system.

7.21. The SRI evidence from MS Bodley 34 of the Katherine Group is of this latter type. Out of many hundreds of forms that could have been chosen, the list that appears in SRI (150) is short and selective, accompanied by the qualification that Kuhn and Quirk ‘do not wish to suggest that these spellings are distinguished with perfect consistency, although the regularity of the MS Bodley 34 seems extraordinary when one compares it with most MSS of the 13th century’ (150-1). What, then, does the list suggest? It suggests that one return to the MS and arrange the spellings according to the number and type of orthographical contrasts that were maintained to see if a three-way contrast among the reflexes of OE æ, Æa, æa can be shown to have existed. We find that it is not possible to arrange them so as to show such a three-way contrast. Presumably most

\(\rightarrow\) Lg. 28.278 (1952).

\(^{*}\) Gover et al. 32, 66, 314, 310, 60.
scholars would agree, either as regards MS Bodley 34 or other ME MSS, (1) that all the a spellings for the stressed vowel would represent 'short a' or 'long a', which we would write as /a/ and /ah/; (2) that all the e spellings would represent 'short e', 'long open e', or 'long close e', which we would write as /e/, /eh/, and /ih/; (3) that the ea spellings would ordinarily represent 'long open e', but sometimes would represent one of the other nuclei already listed, though certainly not still another nucleus (Kuhn and Quirk do not 'propose to interpret the ea-spellings of the Katherine Group as diphthongal' [151], which we interpret to mean that they would agree with most scholars in assigning these ea's to one of the nuclei listed above, however labeled); (4) that the ei spellings would represent the obvious diphthong, which we would write as /ey/. If we are right in assuming that most scholars would agree that we have listed the maximum number of phonemic contrasts that can be assumed from orthographical evidence of the type suggested in SRI from MS Bodley 34, it evidently follows that the reflexes of OE ëa fell in with various pre-existent nuclei from non-ëa sources —specifically, the same ones that OE êa reflexes fell in with except under the secondary conditioning influence of lengthening, which split the allophones—and therefore do not constitute a separate structure point. If they do not constitute a separate structure point, then Kuhn and Quirk's assertions about contradictory derivational evidence (150-1) are not valid.9

9 Of the sources listed in fn. 19 of SRI, we have examined both Mack and Einenkel closely, and d'Ardenne cursorily. All of them lead to the same result, that no pattern of contrasts emerges which separates out OE ëa reflexes as phonemically distinct. Like OE êa reflexes, they are spelled e, a, and ea, though more often ea than OE ëa reflexes are because of the lengthening clusters (earlier breaking clusters) which caused them to fall in with ëa.

Mack has conveniently listed, with a careful etymological breakdown, a vast number of the correspondences between OE ë, ëa, ëa source items, in all environments, and their spelling in Seinte Marhereete (EETS, OS 193; London, 1934). We cite a number of these below, with page and line references, for the reader to examine. The examples have not been verified beyond Mack's text, and the etymologies are hers. Even if Mack is not accurate in every detail, the evidence still is quite clear.

OE ë (Vespasian Psalter e, Mercian e): feder 4.16, fedres 4.1, feader 18.29, after 2.3, et 34.21, jet 20.2, berninde 12.3, bearminde 42.13, huett 8.23, hucett 30.7, 32.2, ber 46.15, bree 12.18, wes 2.19, hefde 4.29, wescchinde 36.19, wesch 44.8, bæd 44.4, feu 40.18, weater 44.2, wleatweile 28.24, stealeweorc 36.18, 38.6; Mack calls the following forms 'retractions' from OE ë: war 38.10, unwarre 32.16, pæ 32.28, blackre 24.22, ëttri 32.15; OE ë after palatal consonants: schir 50.29, biȝet 4.4, forȝet 22.5, ischepe 46.21, frumscbe 46.20, sche 26.28, nebachafte 10.11, schape 10.10, schal 6.16 (Mercian retraction of ë to a before l); deriving from Mercian forms with 'back umlaut' of ë: heatele 14.30, eatele 28.11, teapers 42.13, nease 20.37; due, according to Mack, to analogies of various sorts: beaue 32.21, gledian 48.24, glede 16.13, heatele 38.35, yeapeda 20.35, dearie 38.25, forasre 44.22, forseare 18.14.

OE ea: OE ea + r + C: bearmes 52.12, bear 38.25, earrings 28.14, eairn 20.5, earwâd 10.2 (elsewhere wâd); smertlïches 50.28, scherpe 50.29; before lengthening groups: bear 24.29, bearmes 52.17, eardis 22.16, bern 38.31, berd 20.23; a is found uniformly after w except in wærð 10.2; smeartlïches 22.8 (perhaps through influence of smearten); OE ea + r + e, k (with Anglian ‘smoothing’): sterke 36.18, strulkuest 32.33, spercedale 20.28, merke 12.12 (perhaps ON merki), steare 20.33; OE ea + r + C + i/y (Anglian e; WS i > i, y): merren 10.4, derwe 28.15; iderweu 36.21, snérce 42.15, serde 26.23 (before lengthening cluster); from Anglian æ (umlaut of unbroken a): chardan 8.12, awarie 12.17, earne 18.25, dearlïches 32.15; OE ea + h + C (Anglian æ by ‘smoothing’; LWS e): feaht 32.27, feht 4.3; mahte 16.18.
7.3. All of SRI §8 is devoted to proving that in ME the reflexes of OE *e* and *eo* were members of different phonemes. We are in complete agreement that the ME reflexes of *e* and *eo* were different phonemes. But the split of OE *e–eo* into two ME phonemes does not prove they were two phonemes in OE, nor does it mean that *x–ea* had to split in the same way. The examples of §8 pertain to the *e–eo* split, not to *x–ea*.

7.4. The set of ME spellings cited in SRI §10 bears out our position, as altered by §2.11 above, that Kuhn and Quirk may possibly be ignoring intervening sound changes that caused *ea* under specific conditions to fall in with *ëa* and yield reflexes identical with those of the complex nucleus it had become under those conditions. Note that the examples *biarn*, *wiarp*, *getiald*, *sialde*, *syelde* show the vocalic nucleus before a possible lengthening cluster (/rθ/) was a lengthening cluster when the voiced allophone [θ] was conditioned by a voiced environment; thus *wiarp* presumably shows a lengthened vowel by analogy with other forms in the paradigm that required the voiced allophone of /θ/). The *i* in *sielt-* is a spelling not of *ëa* but of *iæ*, which is a different problem; the *y* of *cyælft* may as easily be said to indicate the scribe’s desire to indicate the palatal quality of the initial consonant as ‘to indicate a more palatal first element’ (153) in the vowel. Furthermore, ‘the scribe frequently replaced *ëa* (WGmc. *au*) with a similar range of spellings’ (153). Except for *sielt-* and *cyælft*, these items evidently show reflexes of *ëa* and fail to present any problem to our interpretation of OE *ëa*. There would appear to be no reason why lengthening should effect *ëa* and *x* identically (153): this is one of the ways in which phonemic splits occur, only in this instance both allophones, when lengthened, fell in with pre-existent complex nuclei. Where these complex nuclei fell together, as they did in some dialects but not in others, lengthened *ëa* and *x* also fell together.

7.5. We will leave to Mossé the problem of answering the first paragraph of


OE *ëa*: *bilewe 24.32, deade 2.20, deað 2.3, earen 4.7, heaved 44.15, leat 30.3, belewe 6.25, betað 12.16, deæ 12.13, bred 20.18; OE *ëa + ï, h, c*, Anglian and LWS *e*: *deh 2.17, dreh 4.6, ehen 20.2, heh 8.10, hec 34.14, steah 2.5, beah 50.21; OE *ëa + i/j* (non-WS *e*): *heren 36.2, nede 38.18, schene 10.11, leue 12.3.*


OE *e* remained *e*: *astenchæ 28.24, besmen 12.17, biset 10.23, helde 4.20, etc.*

None of these lists are complete. We make nothing of them except (1) that the regularity is not especially astonishing when one looks at them to see if *ëa* can be isolated out as representing a separate and distinct structure point, and (2) that they certainly do not reveal a pattern of contrasting reflexes of OE *x* and *ëa*.  
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153, since we agree with Kuhn and Quirk that i-ie, io and e-eo split apart in ME. The phoneme which resulted from OE ie, io (ME /i/) and the phoneme which resulted from OE eo (ME /ə/) were not by any means identically distributed from dialect to dialect, any more than they are today. Only on one point is an observation required: the fact that one set of allophones of a pair of phonemes fall together in a specific situation while the pair of phonemes remain in contrast in other situations does not require any explanation of why the phonemes remained distinct, contrary to Kuhn and Quirk’s assumption (153.11-4). In many dialects of modern American English, the allophones of /e/ and /i/ before /n/ and /ŋ/ have fallen together so that there is no contrast between them: thus pen-pin, etc. But the contrast between /e/ and /i/ elsewhere is not inhibited by the reduction of opposition between them in these specific environments. The reduction of opposition between OE io-eo is exactly parallel, and is, in fact, difficult to explain otherwise.

7.6. We have spent a disproportionate amount of space in discussing the derivational evidence, because our earlier treatment of it was too brief. But while Kuhn and Quirk are right in asking a closer study of it, the study only reveals that the derivational evidence is, as we originally wrote, noncontradictory to our description.

8. A correction of a detail of the chronology which did not pertain to this problem was made under §2.14. The criticism summarized under item 3.4 is built around the item cfye.

8.1. Kuhn and Quirk consider cfye a test case. There is no form *ciese in the MSS, even though the item occurs in some MSS at a date before ȝ or ɹ had regularly replaced WS _soft. The replacement had begun to occur, but the process was gradual, and, for instance, in Wright’s Vocabularies19 the following 10th- and 11th-century spellings with 秾 appear (all of which were later spelled with ȝ or ɹ), even though in the same vocabulary cfye is spelled with y: ciepeman, pie, fitele. These happen to be the only items in this vocabulary which are expected, etymologically, to have 秾. There are none that show 秾 changed to ȝ. Since *ciese is the critical step in the reconstruction for proving the chronological sequence that Kuhn and Quirk consider likely, it is strange that *ciese does not turn up in a MSS evidently written before the late WS change of 秾 to ȝ or ɹ had become general. We are not questioning the traditional dating of the change from 秾 to ȝ. We are merely pointing to a specific piece of data in which one might legitimately wonder why *ciese does not occur instead of cfye.

8.2. If cfye is a test case, it is a curiously circular one, since no matter how often it appears in the MSS it is an isolated item which has no etymological parallels throughout every step of its reconstruction. Unique etymologies are not ordinarily used to establish sound laws if the sound laws thus established contradict laws which are needed to describe a set of nonunique items. There is no question but that cfye is a bona fide WS form. The question is whether items like giest, ciefes, ciele, ciettel, and scieppan, which in the traditional frame can be explained by placing i-umlaut _iær_ before or after diphthonging by the initial palatal (since ȝ was subject to i-umlaut but ɹ was not), do not outweigh the

19 Thomas Wright, Anglo-Saxon and Old English vocabularies 1.258-83 (London, 1884).
evidence of *cyse in a frame where i-umlaut must be stated to precede diphthonging by the initial palatal, leaving *cyse without parallels. Our position is that by describing certain phonological patterns more rigidly we necessarily find that a few items traditionally easy to explain become difficult, but that such difficulties are justified by the precision with which the phonological structure can be described and related to its living derivative.

Luick\(^\text{11}\) was aware that the ie cases did not really parallel the explanation of *cyse, but neither he nor later scholars questioned Sievers' reconstruction\(^\text{12}\) of the intermediary stages, especially the form *cëse, because in their frame of reference the form posed no problem. Nevertheless, the traditional placing of diphthonging after the initial palatal in a chronological position before i-umlaut affects only *cyse and therefore cannot be proved right or wrong, much less be used as a test case.

Late WS developments have no bearing on our argument that *cyse requires explanation by a sequence of sound laws that have been tailored chronologically to fit only the one item. It is clearly neater to be able to treat *cyse like *scieppan, *giest, etc., and the traditional frame succeeds in doing this. Nevertheless, a scholar puzzling over *cyse has only two facts to work with: the pre-OE reconstructed form *kësi/j (phonemically, as analyzed by us, */kæhsi/), which is morphophonemically unique, and the OE spelling cyse (phonemically, as analyzed by us, /cys/ in early OE, /cyse/ in later OE). Since its history is unique, the only 'explanation' for it is the reconstruction of an intermediary stage */cëse/. The language is full of items like this which show no direct parallels. OE dyde 'did' is one, MdE /rûm/, /råwm/, /råwm/ (all shapes of room, the third one heard from a Richmond, Va., speaker by a qualified observer) is another. In a language such as English with an overall pattern that permits idialectal and dialectal variation, within the limits of the pattern, in the selection of the phonemic shape of syllabic nuclei, the eventual survival of more than one alternate shape of a given item is expected. To suggest this is not to deny the principle that sound change occurs regularly and systematically; it is merely to suggest that 'regularity' is to be defined in terms of the pattern of change.

9. The criticism of item 3.5 begins with the mistaken assertion that 'Stockwell and Barritt maintain that there are no minimal pairs in Old English distinguished by æ and ea' (154). §§2.22 ff. of OP 4 list orthographic minimal pairs and explain why they do not represent phonemic contrasts. Our assertion was that it would not 'be possible to find numerous examples, within any single dialect, of paired items which contrast by virtue of the ea–æ distinction alone' (27).

9.1. Before we can handle the orthographically contrasting pairs of 154–5, it is necessary to describe a point of methodology at which Kuhn and Quirk are at odds with us: repeatedly Kuhn and Quirk refer to 'what sounds [emphasis ours] the digraph spellings represent' (143) and appear to assume that the spellings of OE MSS can give evidence about phonetics (thus: '... short diphthongs were phonetically distinct from short vowels' [156]—a statement with which we agree,

11 Historische Grammatik der englischen Sprache §197 (1921).
12 Miscellen zur angelsächsischen Grammatik, PBB 9.206 (1884).
for different reasons and with specific limitations as stated here and in OP 4). With us, it is a procedural assumption that in describing a historical language, one works first from the orthography to find the phonemic contrasts that are represented, and from this, plus etymological evidence, especially the evidence of the living derivative of the historical language, one works out a phonemic structure which then enables him to make reasonably probable guesses about what the phonetic facts may have been in order to be consistent with the particular types of structuring they appear to have had.

9.2. The chasm between these two approaches cannot be bridged by discussion: they are different, and ultimately cannot both be valid. Either a scholar assumes that medieval scribes were something like phoneticians and could therefore, in a free spelling system, be trusted to spell with only a small margin of error, or he assumes that these were native speakers struggling along with an orthography which (1) monolinguals did not introduce; (2) was not ideally suited to the structure of their language; (3) was, from the earliest dates that it remains to us, already bound loosely to a number of traditionalized spellings. We believe the last three conditions to have held for OE, and we have proceeded accordingly. The reverse assumption, that the OE manuscripts are to be used essentially as informants or as the records of methodical field workers, while not explicitly stated by Kuhn and Quirk, is implicit in such statements as these: ‘We may point out that the use of e for a back sound, a for a more raised and fronted sound, is not in keeping with the usual practices of Anglo-Saxon scribes’ (144); ‘Miss Daunt and Mossé are not clear as to what sounds the digraph spellings represent’ (143); ‘... if OE ea represents a back allophone of /æ/ ... it is strange to find it replaced by ME ia, ya, ie’ (150) [Kuhn and Quirk have here ignored intermediate developments: lengthening (which produced a complex nucleus) and the subsequent stress shift within the nucleus]; ‘ME scribes did not treat diphthongized and undiphthongized results of WGmc. a alike—evidently because they did not sound alike’ (151) [§7.21 above shows this differential treatment to be less than decisive; the quoted lists (fn. 9) indicate that only a methodology that places the irregularities of manuscript phonetics before patterned contrasts could arrive at this conclusion]; ‘While WS e remained in the spelling, the WS short eo assumed a number of forms ... eo, u, o, sometimes ue and oe, these variants being usually interpreted [we assume also by Kuhn and Quirk] as representing a front-round vowel’ (151) [Why front-rounded? Why not simply some vowel for which no symbol from the Latin alphabet was readily adaptable—say /a/?]; ‘Certain of the forms ... give such indications of phonetic values as to preclude the possibility that ea and eo were either allophonic variants of æ and e or minute allophonic variants of /æ/ and /e/’ (153) [Nothing in OP 4 indicated that these allophonic variants were 'minute'; phonetically they were probably fairly considerable in order to be noticed when the language was reduced to Latin orthography]. Our disagreement with scholars who weigh heavily what they consider to be phonetic evidence from the MSS does not mean that we think of MS data as anything but primary evidence. The only question is whether one way of analyzing and interpreting this primary evidence is more fruitful than another.

9.3. If one assumes that there are many traditionalized, and, as it were, petri-
fied spellings in the medieval MSS (and we do not see how one can assume otherwise), then he must examine exceptional spellings which contradict the phonological structure that seems probable from the evidence of the majority spellings and etymological evidence to see whether they are (1) numerically inconsiderable in comparison with the regular patterns of the majority spellings; (2) found in items that represent special situations, not on the phonological level, that would possibly generate unpredictable spelling variants; (3) in variation, even sporadically, with the structurally expected spelling. If one finds these conditions fulfilled, he may then write off such spellings as representing inconsistencies petrified by tradition, of the type to be expected from the scribal predicament described above in §9.2.

9.4. We attempted to show the special situations that created several of the apparent contrasts, but Kuhn and Quirk found these arguments (OP 4, §§2.22 ff.) too weak (fn. 31). The methodology within which the arguments fit was possibly not clear. They admit ("naturally there cannot be many" [154]) that the contrasts are numerically inconsiderable in comparison with the patterned spellings. Finally, several of their contrasts are not as real as they appear to be. The whole group with ll and rr in the oblique cases (steal-steallas, weal-veallas, wear-wearres, fear-fearras, 154–5) are probably subject to an explanation that is supported by their frequent occurrence in the MSS with final rr and ll spellings: namely, that the ea in the singular is the result of a spelling analogy, no more, with the allophonically significant spellings of the oblique cases, just as the phonemically nonsignificant final rr and ll probably represent spelling analogies with the phonemically significant double intervocalic consonants. In the oblique cases the phonemic double consonants condition the appropriate back allophone of /w/. Stail and steal, wail and weal, wear and wear, fear and fear, etc. must then be assumed all to have had the front allophone of /e/. The cwealmes-xelmesse pair contrast phonemically by virtue of an open juncture in xelmisse between /l/ and /m/ (an assumption that is purely descriptive and is neither supported nor denied by the reconstructed etymon *alimosina) as opposed to close transition in cwealmes. While we do not expect this kind of argument to find ready acceptance from Kuhn and Quirk, at least Quirk, in his article On the problem of morphological suture in Old English (referred to in SRI fn. 28), has found it necessary to deal with transition phenomena in terms not very dissimilar to these. In spite of Kuhn and Quirk's scorn (fn. 31) for our discussion of the metathesized forms (§2.222), it still seems to us that these were traditionalized spellings, though there is possibly no way ultimately to prove the opinion. Fersc is also a metathesized form (OOG frisc, OI friskr, Lat. fresca), and neither it nor mersc, elfan, selfum, etc. (155) bear on w-ea. We see no convincing reason to believe that items like hneapedun beside hneapade represent anything but spelling analogy within the paradigm. Similarly steapul-steapelas, feara-arende. There apparently are such things as orthographical irregularities, especially where allophonic differences are involved, which simply do not reflect the structure of the language.

9.5. We conclude, then, that most of the infrequent w-ea spelling contrasts can be presumed to be nonphonemic, and that those few which remain, in the
very nature of the orthographic situation, are insufficient evidence to destroy a
structural hypothesis consistent with all but a fractional segment of the graphic
evidence and fully consistent in its relation to both earlier and later stages of the
language structure.

9.6. Kuhn and Quirk state that we presented 'unreliable new evidence' (153),
but in describing the details of our unreliability they become involved in a con-
tradiction: 'Anglian get is extremely rare in the early texts' (152); but 'In words
of the type represented by caster, get, and sceaf [which we revise to sceft], 8th
century Anglian texts regularly have æ (also spelled ae and ə) [note that Kuhn
and Quirk recognize the nonsignificance of this free variation; see §2.42 above]
or e' (fn. 25). We interpret the phrase 'words of the type ... regularly have' to be
a very satisfactory equivalent for our 'statistically predictable' spellings. Of the
'four forms in which [they] can have little confidence' (152), then, sceft was an
error, get is right in line with the statement of their fn. 25, caster they admit to
be 'typical in an 8th-century Mercian or Northumbrian text' (152), and our
description of *csēft holds just as well for the attested form csēft (their fn. 25),
though we picked the wrong form to cite and appreciate the correction.

10. Turning to item 3.6, we observe that Kuhn and Quirk's comparison of
Irish-English spelling habits, while it may adequately denude the arguments of
Daunt and Mossé, is not directed sharply enough at the real point of this kind
of argument: 'On the basis of what evidence there is about how OE was reduced
to [Latin] writing ..., some degree of bilingualism on the part of the person or
persons who did it must be assumed' (34). Once granted this, the consequences
described by us inevitably follow: allophones may turn up fairly systematically
distinguished in the orthography.

11. Item 3.7 apparently arises from Kuhn and Quirk's failure to recognize that
our discussion was a normal use of the scientific criterion of simplicity (6). In
this sense, simplicity is defined, and recognized, in terms of the number of hy-
potheses that are required to describe a set of data. Complexity of explication
has nothing to do with the simplicity of the description in these terms. It re-
quires at least one more hypothesis to describe the history of English within the
traditional frame than it does within ours, namely that a syllabic structure with
a four-way set of distinctions—V, V:, VS, V:S—changed to a syllabic structure
with a two-way (or at most three-way) set of distinctions. We did not say that
a four-way set was impossible, or that a language might not have a unique fea-
ture, but only that the description was complicated by the addition of one more
hypothesis if such a structure was assumed.

12. We move on to item 3.8. We have touched on this matter of phonetic
analysis earlier (§9.1, §9.2), but would like to describe here the specific limita-
tions that we feel must be put upon any argument that works directly from sym-
bols to phonetic values.

12.1. By analysis of the graphemics of the manuscripts, by which we mean an
analysis of the regularly represented orthographic contrasts, one determines
how many phonemes are needed to describe the structure. On the basis of what
one knows about the phonetic values allocated to these graphemes in related
orthographies, one then makes a guess at what general position and type of
articulation the graphemes may have represented. At this point one cuts loose from the orthography and goes to etymology (by which we mean all that is known about the history of a set of items down to and including their structure today). In terms of the later history of the items in which a given position and type of articulation may be assumed, by analysis of the graphemics, to have been represented, one determines what various possible sequences of change could result in the shape or shapes of those items as they appear in the living language. One discovers that several sequences of change could have been possible, but not all of them would have been equally probable. Furthermore, one sometimes has evidence from the living dialects to indicate in what direction a given set of changes must have gone. One further knows that certain types of variations are more common than others in the living language, and without evidence to the contrary, one assumes that these are not innovations but are in fact the very kinds of things that have been going on in the language as far back as our evidence goes.

12.2. Within such a procedural frame, it is clearly impossible to place as much weight upon the presumed phonetic values of orthographical segments as several of Kuhn and Quirk's arguments appear to. Such phonetic interpretations are low-priority evidence compared with what can be inferred from the structural implications of a language's later history.

13. In conclusion, we respect the force of Kuhn and Quirk's arguments. We feel that they have done us a service in showing the need for refinement in several details of our interpretation and for clear explication of others. We do not feel that, even in terms of their frame of reference, their evidence was secure enough for them to reject our description so completely. Our own frame of reference is such as to suggest that the traditional position, represented by Kuhn and Quirk, is not a hypothesis of structure which shows meaningful relations between the language and its derivatives and ancestors, at all. Rather it suggests that the traditional position embodies, fundamentally, an acceptance of the idea that for historically recorded utterances, the spellings are the language system, rather than the idea that those spellings only symbolize the historical language more or less accurately—for the vowels, probably less rather than more.

The article which follows this one, and replies to it, makes a number of statements which cannot be allowed to stand unquestioned. This note, its numbering in accord with the sections of the following article to which reference is made, does not modify the present article at any point. It merely touches upon those points in the following reply which we feel need discussion.

§2.12. We thought, from our specific mention of MdE /g/, /k/, /h/, and /h/ as consonants which distort any preceding nucleus toward high front color, that the analogy would be clear: in some dialects of MdE this phonetic distortion has been identified as phonemic by the speakers, while in others it has not: /bʌh/ > /bʌyh/, /fʌh/ > /fʌyh/, /lɛg/ > /lɛyg/, etc. In OE the distortion that was noticed was associated with certain consonant clusters, was transcribed first by bilinguals, and later became phonemic in certain of the distorting environments, the lengthening clusters (falling in, like the /VY/ nuclei above, with pre-existent complex nuclei).

§5.1-3. It would be remarkable if OE a were not slightly rounded at the time of lengthening in the environment of lengthening clusters, since it regularly fell in with long nuclei with a rounded first component, and since OE 'long a' also developed as though it were
rounded: OE stān /stāhn/ > ME stoon /stōhn/ > MdE /stöwn/; OE (Merc.) ald /æld/ > OE after lengthening ald /æld/ > ME oold /əʊld/ > MdE /əʊld/. Those a’s that remained unlengthened during EME times fell in which /æ/ from the low front and resulted in only one, certainly unrounded, low vowel for ME.

As for the interpretation of /x/ and /h/, we are quite agreed with Kuhn and Quirk that the initial and final h’s of hēah represent members of the same phoneme, which we write /x/. We cannot imagine what possible reason they have for assuming that the initial one was phonetically [h] and the final one was phonetically [x]. We assume they were both voiceless spirants of the [x] or [g] type (backer or fronger according to the environment), but if there was any difference in the force of articulation (as Kuhn and Quirk’s symbols [h] initial and [x] final imply), then surely the initial was the more forcefully articulated, since it survived, while the intervocalic and final did not (except insofar as our hypothesis of voicing, e.g. /nʃt/ > /nht/ > /nɻt/ > /nɥʃt/ > /nɥʃt/ ‘night’, is right).

The items cited by Kuhn and Quirk are not difficult to phonemicize in this frame: /blɒwvn/, /knɒw/ (with /wv/ in oblique cases—possibly also finally—an inelegant bit of distribution, but semivowels often are different from consonants in distribution), /ɔwvn/, /læhwde/, /nɒwv/, /sɒwvn/, /lɛvxt/, /ɛlvxt/, /θʌxt/, /θɒxt/, /wɒx/, and /wɻx/. The additional items cited in fn. 9 give pause at only one point: final /wv/. Perhaps cndωw was /knɒw/. The others are /búj/, /búj/ (see §2.22 of the present article: /j/ later > /j/), /hɒw/, /hæw/, /bújð/, /bʊjð/, /sæh/, /sɒwv/, /sɒwv/, /θɒh/, /θɒw/, /θɒw/, /θɒw/, /θɒw/, /θɒw/, /θɒw/, /θɒw/.§§ 7–6. To say that ‘apparently [we] agree with [their] contention that æ and eæ ... did not develop identically in Middle English’ is a misleading oversimplification of the area of agreement: we hold that æ and eæ did develop identically except when secondary influences operated such that one set of allophones fell in with one phoneme complex, and the other with another. There was no split of æ-eæ as there was of e-eo.

§7.12. The explanation offered here for the lack of uniformity in ME spellings of Southern place names is an example of one of the reasons why several scholars find that they can no longer operate satisfactorily within the traditional frame of reference of historical English phonology. Rather than assume that ‘the Southern dialect area was not uniform’ (an assumption which, without a frame of reference of the overall-pattern type used by Trager and Smith for MdE, amounts to the same thing as saying that the dialect cannot be described except by listing—that there is no pattern), or that scribal mixture explains the lack of uniformity, we prefer to assume that OE dialects (and ME, for that matter) were much like MdE dialects insofar as ‘uniformity’ and selection from an overall pattern are concerned, and that they are describable in similar terms. For this kind of description, see

Henry Lee Smith Jr., review of Jones, The pronunciation of English, Lg. 28.147, as well as Trager and Smith, Outline of English structure.

§7.12, third paragraph. Is it not true that the ‘regular’ development of OE ǣ is to MdE /ɪ/?—That is, we are surely agreed that ǣ was a diphthong in OE; and since all its modern reflexes that are not explained by secondary laws (shortening, influence of /-t/ and /-l/, etc.) are surely diphthongs (/ɪ/ as in Easter), is there any reason to assume that they were not diphthongs all along?—OE /æw/, LOE /æh/, ME /æh/, LME /ɪh/, EMdE /ɪ/, MdE /ɪ/.

§7.21, first paragraph. Fortunately Kuhn and Quirk attach a footnote to their statements that ‘macrons and circumflexes [and acutes?] which modern editors and grammarians place over the long diphthongs will not be found in the MSS’ and in the footnote admit that acute accents do appear in the MSS, though, they say, sporadically. We are compelled to suggest that these scholars actually count the number of occurrences of such accents (over all vowel symbols) and correlate these with the etymological evidence for ‘length’. They will find, especially from the 9th century on, that they occur far too frequently to be called ‘sporadic’ and that they are better than 85% ‘right’ in the sense that they correlate with the etymological evidence for ‘length’.

§7.21, second paragraph. Throughout several draft versions of our Considerations we have been unable to set up any list from MS Bodley 34—evidence first introduced by Kuhn
and Quirk and quite obviously taken from the same introductory material of Mack that ours is—that was deemed a fair presentation by them. In despair we merely listed data from Mack's phonology untouched, unorganized, and without any slant whatever. If the obvious inconsistencies which appear in the MS can be written off as 'scribal errors', 'eccentricities', and 'admixture of Southwestern forms', then we have no common ground for discussion.

§8.1. We consider the argument about transition texts to be a completely circular begging of the question. There are no specific times at which a language can be said to be in a state of transition. Change in language, we assume, is nearly constant in rate and, even if change is not quite constant, it most certainly is not a sequence of several static periods linked by transition periods.

§8.2. We suggest emending 'in correct sequence', which prejudges the case, to 'in the traditional sequence'. We also maintain that the 'ambiguous' item is *c6rfon, not the considerable number of items like *giest. We do not claim to have 'explained' *c6se, nor to have presented a sound-law for it. We merely say that it presents difficulties far too severe to entitle it to the status of a 'test word'. Finally, *kerfan would become c6rfan by either their chronology or ours, and the apparent contradiction offered to our hypothesis by this and similar items is resolved when it is remembered, as we have pointed out (OP 4.16), that graphic triphones were not permitted. We have stated our belief (OP 4.24 as corrected by §2.15 above) that after a palatal consonant and not in a breaking environment the i of ie indicated only that the preceding consonant was one of the palatals, just as did the e of eo in geong. In short, c6rfan ought to be spelled something like *cieorfan or *c6orfan if the orthography were consistent with itself. The phonemic development of *kerfan to c6rfan was, then, */k6rfan/ > /66rfon/, which allophonically became [c7r6n] by breaking. We have, therefore, not abandoned 'test-words': just one test-word, *c6se.

§9. The conclusions of Kuhn and Quirk about minimal pairs are questionable. Spanish is a highly inflected language, but we have no trouble finding minimal pairs for the vowels in great numbers. The vocabulary of OE, while preserved only in part, is certainly preserved in quite a large part—there is no difficulty in listing numerous minimal pairs for all but one (/6/) of the other vowel contrasts. Finally, minimal pairs are only one way of approaching the matter of phonemic contrast: the obverse of minimal contrast is complementary distribution, and there is further the matter of pattern congruity in the distribution. The latter criteria have been utilized by us more fully than they have in the traditional analysis of OE phonology.

§§9-2-3. We would accept Kuhn and Quirk's description of how one deals with a MS text as an adequate description of our own approach to such a text. The key procedure is that the scribes' 'system of transcription must be puzzled out before anything can be done with the evidence'. This is precisely what we believe they have failed to do.

§9.4. We answer the question of how the front allophone got into steal etc. by pointing out that it was there all along: there is no evidence that at the time of breaking 'the nominative singular also had the double consonant'—phonetically or phonemically; the erratic spelling with and without doubling with eo is easily understood as spelling analogy within the paradigm. Prejunctural double consonants need not be posited for any stage of the reconstruction of Proto-English or Proto-West-Germanic.

As for the matter of *ferse, we can only point out that the order of vowels and consonants, especially with /r/, is not so certain a thing as our opponents' irony suggests. Take MdE pretty as an example. We know of many nonlinguists who speak this item very clearly with the structure /pr6tii/ and yet, apparently bound to the spelling, insist, when it is called to their attention, that they are saying /pr6tii/, to rhyme with /gr6tii/. Other equally relevant examples appear in Martin Joos' discussion of /r/-color, Acoustic phonetics 92 ff. (Baltimore, 1948).

§9.5. Our opponents have picked the one pair, /o/ and /6/, that cannot be supported by numerous contrasts, a fact which we readily acknowledge. To this we reply: we would set up /6/ as a phoneme only in the earliest period, as the stage between the /o/ in umlaut position and the /e/ which /6/ became after unrounding.